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Preview of the
February 10, 2018
AWA Workshop starting at 9:00 AM
For February, we have a two-part workshop:
First up is:

“Finishing - Tips, Tricks, and Techniques”
Presented by David Gamble
Followed by:

“A Great Paint Remover - Watch a Real Stripper At Work”
Presented by Ros Barnes
Workshop Descriptions:
Part 1 (David Gamble):
There is no better way to potentially ruin a piece that you have worked on for months than to leave any thought
of finishing until it is almost completed. A finishing plan should be thought thorough and developed when you
are beginning to design the project and pick out the wood.
This month’s presentation will center on avoiding some of the pitfalls of finishing and on demonstrating some
techniques in the finisher’s arsenal that can vastly improve the look of your finished piece.
Biography:
David Gamble has been on the faculty of the Fine Woodworking department of Santa Fe Community College
since Spring of 2016, teaching Wood Finishing and Introduction to Fine Woodworking.
He has a Certificate and an Associate of Applied Arts in Woodworking from Santa Fe Community College. He
has been a social worker, personnel specialist, computer consultant, and a web developer. Besides teaching
woodworking, he is a professional photographer.
Part 2 (Ros Barnes):
In the past, several members have asked Ros if he knew of any companies in Albuquerque that did refinishing.
He doesn’t, but he uses a product, available only on-line, that works very well. In his presentation, Ros will
describe this product and demonstrate how to use it. When Ros is finished, we should all have the confidence to
tackle any refinishing job with confidence.

Biography:
Ros Barnes is a retired shop teacher, general contractor, and Los Alamos National Laboratory employee. No, he
did NOT do any weapons work. He has a well-equipped woodshop with almost every tool he would need to
make the projects he enjoys. These projects include custom urns, furniture, game boards, jigs, and kid’s toys.
Ros and Barbara, his wife of almost 50 years, designed, built, and live in their dream home about ten miles
south of Belen. Ros has his shop and Barbara has hers (the house). Ros says, “I get my way in anything she
wants.”

February’s Woodworker’s Supply Specials
Catalog: BB18
Hand Sanding, pp. 52-55
Aniline Dyes, pp. 70-71
Spray Equipment, pp. 115-122
On the day of each monthly AWA meeting, in addition to the day's specials chosen to sync with the workshop
topic, each of our members will be allowed to pick any one safety-related item, and buy it with the same
discount terms, "our usual price, less 10%, unless it goes under WWS’s cost". This would include feather
boards, push sticks, hearing protection, eye protection, breathing protection, and other safety items from the big
catalog. As an example, a member could buy a feather board OR a push stick OR any one of several
other safety items at the same special discount. This "safety special” will be an ongoing offer from WWS to our
members, every month on the day of the meeting.

Upcoming Workshops
03/10/18
“Designing and Building a Multi-Purpose Table
Saw Outfeed Table”
Presented by Ben Blackwell
04/14/18
“Developing Your Design — from Colonial to
Contemporary”
Presented by Chris Sandoval

05/12/18
“Full-Extension Wooden Drawer Slides”
Presented by David Strip

January’s Workshop Statistics
Attendance: 52 members & 7 guests.
$10 Cash: Randy Johnson
$10 Cash: Gary Reese
$25 TJ Hardware Gift Certificate: Steve Schroeder
$50 Woodworkers Supply Gift Certificate: Jo Kobler

February 10, 2018 SILENT AUCTION
No specific tools are being sold this month, but you never know what might show up, so come to the meeting
and see what you may not be able to live without.

January 9, 2018 Presentation
Michael Hoffer provided a 2-part presentation:
Part 1: “Exploring Your Personal Aesthetic”
Part 2: “Identical/Unique - The Box Project”
(written by: Gerald Simnacher)
Michael Hoffer studied with James Krenov at the College of the
Redwoods in Northern California, graduating in 1986. He has been
involved with the Fine Woodworking Program at Santa Fe Community
College since 1992, first as an adjunct faculty member and later as codirector. He has taught classes ranging from beginning to advanced
woodworking. His work has been featured in national publications, the
New Mexico Capitol Arts Collection, and many private collections.

Part 1: How to begin defining and exploring your personal aesthetic through the creation of a resource
collection and the use of a sketch book.
A craftsperson’s personal aesthetic informs and distinguishes his work. Your work is influenced by ideas from
the world around you, forms, shapes, and colors that appeal to you and connect with you—insights that make it
unique.

Studying under James Krenov at the College of the Redwoods, he learned
how to ‘see’ the wood itself—the grain, color, pattern and feel—and let it
inspire the piece. Michael keeps a growing resource collection in folders
with images and clippings from art, architecture, furniture, and nature—
whatever appeals to him. He will periodically return to his resource for
insight or inspiration.

The leg design for his first project at the college, an Art Deco end table,
was influenced in part by two images: the curved, textured, and tapered
horns of an antelope and a design of early 1900s French furniture designer,
Emile-Jacque Ruhlmann. Michael uses an unlined sketchbook to rough
out his ideas and develop a concept. He just draws out the basic concept
and without eliminating earlier drawings, develops the idea, uses the
drawings to work out process and important production details. In his
“Tusk Table” inspired by the image of an elephant’s tusk, he drew and

refined the basic shape on paper to solve and preserve solutions to elemental problems. For example, in his
rough drawings, envisioning the square stock transitioning from the fairly massive tusk shoulder gently curving
and tapered down to a very fine contrasting foot tip, he worked out the joinery to hide the dowels that would
secure the holly foot tip to the oak leg all on paper.
Get a color wheel to help with smart color matching. Resolve finishing and
hardware early in design or you may “hit the wall” with problems that
can’t be resolved easily later. Sketches evolve. Michael showed Krenov’s
use of wood patterns and color in a basic hanging wall cabinet and moved
onto his own wall cabinet designs that incorporate the contrast of wood
with other materials—wood and cholla; wood and contrasting wood; or
wood and stones; and/or with other natural materials. Additional insight
from his resource folders—pictures of hanging wood sculptures that
contrasted the wood with stones or color matched/contrasted “things” in
wide grooves or splits. Michael developed several wall cabinets from this
idea, cabinets that have two levels visible where cabinet door cutouts
display a second level juxtaposed to the highly refined wood with another
material—a flow of colorful rocks or things picked up while hiking or at
the flea market. In his “Skull Cabinet,” the bleached white animal skull is
centered high and highlighted by a “V” cutout in the doors. With the doors
open, the skull is mounted above a highly figured spalted maple panel that
pulls out from the shelves to reveal its own storage compartments.
Part 2: A simple production box project.
Michael’s retirement has given him time to focus on production and marketing his works. Looking forward to a
second attempt at the Arts and Crafts Show market after a not so successful first effort with finished fine
furniture pieces, that were too large or too expensive for the show. He is moving-on with this box project, to
produce a smaller, less costly product that craft show clients can buy and easily take home.
He developed this concept with which he hopes to produce 30 or more
unique boxes for the next show. The precision jigs will make identical box
parts efficiently. The standard boxes are 7 ½” by 12” by 3” which is an
almost a perfect “golden ratio” rectangular box. These are small enough to
make use of remnants from larger projects—beautiful wood stacked and
hidden away in the corner that was too precious to use as firewood. Each
box is made unique by its wood species and its unique box lid. Michael
color matches wood and lid with the help of the color wheel and this
design vision using natural and
manmade materials including unique
papers, paper with natural accents, etc.—the opportunities are endless.
Box sides are of 3/8” material, bottoms are of ¼ “plywood and the tops
(lids) are of 3/8” MDF veneered on both sides. Installing hardware is a
time eater, so he kept it simple with lids that slide in grooved box walls.
The lid’s handle is made from one 7 ½” side wall made 3/16” wider than
the other. The top ¾”, ripped off and hand-planed becomes the sliding lid
handle. Box corners are mitered (on the table saw with a sharp 80 tooth

crosscut blade measured precisely at 45⁰ using a Wixey digital angle gauge). Corners are splined (1/8” door
skin plywood) for glue up strength.
In production mode, making many, just keeping all the walls, lids, bottoms, splines and handles straight requires
an isolation process of its own to avoid wasted cuts and lost material. He created a system with green and blue
painter’s tape strips that works for him. During production, each individual box has its own separate large
Ziplock bag for parts and pieces to get tucked away through final glue-up and afterward for protection.
Jigs:
Spline grooving jig – End grain to end grain gluing has little holding
strength so Michael designed this jig to rout precise blind grooves in the
mitered corner to receive the 3/16” wide spline strip. The 45⁰ spline
grooving jig presents the mitered box sidewall corners to the 1/8” up-spiral
mortising bit for groove cuts that precisely match its mated sidewall and
accept spline insertion during glue up. Jig guides hold the box walls square
for grooving and a toggle clamp holds the piece tight to the jig. Notice that
with the runner board mounted to slide against the table face, this jig is
specific to this table and to this application alone. It uses the whole table
face to assure repeatable cuts. Spline grooves are exposed at the bottom
and stop short of the lid grooves on top, so in making these ‘blind’ grooves, the stops have to change for leftand right-side grooves. This setup allows cutting to the stop from left to right and then reversing the stop, from
right to left for the opposing mitered corner.
Bottom corner trim jig – The box bottom corners and the corner splines would get in each other’s way during
glue-up and the simplest solution is to nip the bottom corners. This jig is made to expose just the right amount
of bottom corner to the chisel so that once glued in place, the bottoms seat, the corners meet, and no light shows
through at the corners.
Assembled box sanding jig – Made to hold assembled boxes for final outside surface sanding, the sanding jig
fits in the vice and presents each surface to be hand sanded without stressing the box structure. This jig is an
inverted “L”, its vertical member is 13” to 14” wide and about 15” tall. With the vertical member clamped in the
vise, the horizontal piece runs the whole vertical’s width and is butt-jointed on top of the vertical and extends 2
½” out toward the workspace. Then 7/16” notches are into the horizontal piece flush to the vertical piece and
spaced so box sides slip in the notches, resting one box side up and exposed to sand in place. Outside notches
hold and present the 12” sides to sanding and an inside notch, with one of the outside notches presents the 7 ½”
sides. Notches and contact locations on the jig are padded to prevent scratching and scoring the boxes.
Conclusion:
Glue-up – Michael uses Titebond III for its increased worktime. Before
assembly, prefinish the box insides for convenience and to facilitate
removing inside glue squeeze-out. Place glue in the bottom grooves and
the spline grooves without the spline. Insert the spline after getting the
bottom and sides matched up and before clamping. He uses two
bandclamps with corner protectors and wastewood protectors to keep the
ratchet mechanisms from scratching the sides. Glue up proceeds without

the lid and lid handle which leaves about ¾” unsupported on that end so he
inserts a spacer where the lid handle would be to prevent bandclamp
pressure from pulling those side walls in.
Finishing – Box inside surfaces are hand-sanded with 120 grit sandpaper
then 220 grit before applying finish and assembling. Outside surfaces are
sanded with 120 grit paper before assembly then afterward with 120 grit
again for glue cleanup and finally with 220 grit before the final finish. He
mentioned earlier that finishing decisions have to be firmed up early in the
planning process. He prepares finishing samples of each wood species to
help with that decision.
The box bottom – Bottom decoration has evolved from the messy operation of spray gluing suede material to
most recently using Moorman White Core Suede matboards that come in several colors and are easily worked
with a mat knife. Michael makes interchangeable 9-section or 12-section dividers that fit neatly and can be
added to a box.
“Nature and your interests inspire. Explore who you are.”

AWA “Mentor List”
(from Ros Barnes, newsletter editor, RNBBNZ@MSN.COM)
AWA is still looking for any members who are interested in being a Mentor for others in our organization. If
you are at all interested, please e-mail me. You do not need any formal training to be a Mentor - just the desire
to share your woodworking knowledge with others.

NAME
Ros Barnes
Gale Greenwood
John Gonser

DISCIPLINE

CONTACT INFO

Cabinet (casework) design and construction, toy design and
construction, equipment adjustment and tuneup, jigs.

505-864-8857
RNBBNZ@MSN.COM

Cabinet making, case goods (eg: chest of drawers).

505-256-1379

Toy design and maker
(Note: John [an AWA LIFE Member] lives in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, but is willing to mentor anyone via email, telephone, or
other means, and he has some original designs he is willing to
share.)

616-949-0061
mailto:john.gonser@sbcglobal.
net

Alan Voda
Steve Wagner

Plastic casts and molds

Frank Warren

Toy design and building, and scroll saw and scroll saw projects

Alan: 268-7096 or
amv6775@gmail.com
Steve:
mailto:bigjawbone@mac.com
505-962-9212

2018 Board of Directors Breakfast
The annual BOD breakfast was held at LePeep’s on Saturday, January 27, 2018.

There, Past President Mike Murray recognized and thanked the Directors,
who perform mainly behind the scenes, for their work in keeping AWA
going. Incoming President, Shane Yost, also thanked the BOD for their
work.

Additionally, Dave Vincioni (who
played Santa for toy distribution) was
given a framed front page photo that
appeared in the December 24-30,
2017 of the Albuquerque journal.
Jim Templeton was also given a
framed set of photos from that same
issue.

Member Participation in EXPLORA - Wood is Good
On January 19th, several members of AWA and NMWT (New Mexico Woodturners) brought in their own
personal equipment to demonstrate how “Wood is Good” which took place at EXPLORA from 6:30 PM to
10:00 PM. KRQE had a short snippet: http://krqe.com/2018/01/19/explora-hosts-wood-is-good-event/ Here are
a few photos:

New Members
James Laros and Peter McGrath of Albuquerque, Eric Russell of Cedar Crest, and Charles Little of Peralta
joined AWA in January.

WELCOME!

A Member’s New Enterprise
Dovetail Community Workshop is opening in February!
AWA member Erin O’Donnell is opening a new business in Albuquerque. It is a full-fledged woodworking
shop that is open to the public on a membership basis. She will also have woodworking classes for ALL skill
levels.
Earn shop time at Dovetail!
The community woodworking shop is in need of knowledgeable woodworkers who would be willing to
volunteer their time in the shop in exchange for free shop time. These resident experts will help:
•
Supervise shop users to ensure basic safety procedures are followed
•
Check out tools to members and ensure their return
•
Check members in and out
•
Serve as advisors when shop users have questions
Volunteers will receive one hour of shop time for every hour volunteered. If interested, contact Erin O'Donnell,
owner of Dovetail, at hello@dovetailworkshop.com or 505-289-9186. Memberships, punch cards, and class
enrollments are now for sale at www.dovetailworkshop.com

AWA Name Badges

Steve Schroeder is the volunteer that makes badges for those
members that need them. When Steve is not in attendance, please
give your name to Norb Siska and he will forward your request to
Steve.

Sad News
AWA member Tom Rigirozzi passed away recently. A Celebration of life was held at the 4-Hills Canyon
Club on February 3rd.

AWA Shirts, Smocks, & Hats
Ivan A. Blomgren is taking orders for club caps, shirts, etc. Due to the lack of volume and associated shipping
costs our embroidery shop experiences on small orders, it has been decided we need to switch to placing orders
on a quarterly basis in hopes of boosting the volume for each order so the per item shipping costs can come
down.
The way this procedure will work is that members can place orders with Ivan up until the third meeting of each
quarter. The collected orders will then be submitted to the embroidery shop and should then be available for
distribution at the first meeting of the following quarter. Full payment for an order will
need to be submitted with each order form before it can be processed! Order placement cut off dates for
each quarter will be as follows:

1st Qtr:
2nd Qtr:
3rd Qtr:
4th Qtr:

Jan - Mar
meeting
Apr - Jun
June meeting
Jul - Sep
meeting
Oct - Dec
meeting

Order cutoff: March
Order cutoff:
Order cutoff: September
Order cutoff: December

Order forms can be downloaded and filled out from our web site as well as from Ivan at our meetings.

AWA Classifieds (Members Only)
None for this issue.

AWA website
Steve Scott is our WebMaster. The Web Site has a fresh new look and some neat photos! There you can find a
list of the Board of Directors, a Calendar of events, and an Application Form. Check it out at: http://

www.abqawa.org/
Workshop CDs and DVDs
The AWA Library is currently unavailable as we move the collection to a new home, but we hope to make
materials available for checkout again soon. If you haven't used the library before, we encourage you to take
advantage of this resource. A list of books is currently posted on the AWA website.
We also hope to launch a new online system soon that will make it very easy to find and check out books, and
we hope to make it easy for members to pick up and return books when they check them out.

Sawdust On The Brain (humor via Ros Barnes)
Yeah, but he’s tied off…well…kinda’:

AWA SPONSORS

TJ Hardware
311 Amherst Dr. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87107
505-881-4325
www.tjhardware.com

!

4224 Menaul NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Phone: 505 - 293 - 9663 (WOOD)
Fax: 505-293-9664
myworldofwood.com

Montana Reclaimed Lumber
http://mtreclaimed.com/home
PO Box 741
Gallatin Gateway, MT 59730
(406) 763-9102

5815 Edith Blvd NE, Albuquerque 87107
(505) 823-2200

Membership Application
Mail to: P. O. Box 36133 Albuquerque, NM 87176-6133
DUES:
Dues are assessed on a calendar year basis. Please pay a pro-rated amount of $3 per month to
the end of the current year plus any additional years to extend your membership. Please check
appropriate boxes.
¨ One Year - $36
¨ Two Years - $68 (a 5% discount)
¨ Three Years - $97 (a 10% discount).
¨ Lifetime Membership - $360 (10 times annual dues).
¨ Full-time students (under 22) in an accredited educational program receive a 50% discount.
Amount Paid: $____________ (Prorated current year + additional years)
Name: ___________________________________________
Spouse: __________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip: ____________________________________________________
Telephone: Home: ________________ Work: _________________ Cell: _________________
E-mail (please use all capital letters): _______________________________________________
I agree that Albuquerque Woodworkers Association, including the officers, will not be liable
for any injuries or bodily harm resulting from the operation and activities of the Association.
Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: ________________________
Print Name:
Please sign, date, and send this form (with payment by check) to the above address or bring payment
(check or cash) to the next AWA Meeting/Workshop. If you got this membership application off the
website the form is fillable on your computer so download, complete, and print.
â We would appreciate your answering a few questions so we can make your membership in
Albuquerque Woodworkers Association as satisfying as possible:
•

How did you hear about AWA? ______________________________________________________

•

What special skills do you have that might be useful to AWA?

!

• Are you retired or semi-retired? ¨ Yes ¨ No Comments: ________________________________
(Revised 5/17/2016)

